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Abstract  —  The  fight  against  icing  on  the  overhead
transmission power line (hereinafter referred to as OHL) of a
high voltage class is an important task for a sustainable electric
power supply. Disconnection of these lines for a long time is not
allowed according to the operation mode of the electric power
system.  However,  the  damage  caused  by  icing  cannot  be
eliminated in a short time; therefore, special attention is paid to
the fight against icing.

The growth of  urgency of  the icing problem is  correlated
with climate changes taking place in the world. An international
group of experts on climate reports that weather changes have
affected  rainfall  patterns.  In  particular,  due  to  temperature
changes  occurring  today  (Fig.  1),  the  probability  of
precipitation increases in high latitudes, which will lead to the
emergence of new regions with intense icing in the countries of
Europe,  North  and  South  America,  leading  to  emergency
shutdowns of  overhead lines and disruption power  supply  of
tens of thousands of households [1,2].

Many  accidents  occurring  in  the  autumn-winter  period
because  of  icing  has  significant  consequences,  as  the  power
consumption  is  much  higher  for  this  time.  Sometimes  such
accidents are followed by massive shutdowns of OHL, leading
to failures in the electricity supply. The problem is aggravated
by the fact  that  damage caused by icing on OHL requires a
considerable amount of time to restore the electricity supply.

Over the past  5  years,  accidents  caused by  icing account  for
11% of  the  total  number  of  accidents  in  the  electric  power
system in Russia[3].

In  Russia,  severe  ice  and  wind  are  common  for  such
territories as the Western energy region of the Yakutsk energy
system, the Sverdlovsk region, the Rostov region, the Stavropol
region,  the Krasnodar region,  the Republic  of  Tatarstan,  the
Samara region, the Saratov region.  The territories of the Kola
Peninsula, the Northern and Southern Urals, the Middle Volga,
the  Kamchatka  Peninsula,  Sakhalin  Island,  Altai,  Stavropol,
Krasnodar and Primorsky Territories are subject to especially
intense ice-wind effects of category III-IV in Russia (Fig. 2) [4].
Thus, the problem of icing on OHL is urgent and needs to be
addressed in many regions.

The  primary way to  confront  ice  formation  on OHL and
overhead ground wire cables is to melt ice on a disconnected
line.  When mechanical methods are applied,  the shutdown of
the  OHL  is  required.  It  should  be  taken  into  account  that
significant investment costs are required during the melting of
ice. Moreover, the ice on the power line does not form along the
entire length but in certain areas; therefore, melting ice along
the entire length is often an unnecessary measure.

Double-circuit  OHLs  are  commonly  used  in  the  electric
power  systems  of  regional  power  supply  systems.  The  paper
addresses the problem of icing on 220 kV overhead ground wire

Fig. 1.  Map of global temperature anomalies this week showing that areas with below normal temperatures (blue) can occur adjacent to
regions with above normal temperatures (red).
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cables, including a brief overview of studies on this topic. The
problem of icing on 220 kV overhead ground wire cables exists
for  local  sections  of  OHL  located  near  water  bodies.  The
method  is  proposed  for  preventive  heating  of  ground-wire
cables of 220 kV double-circuit power transmission line based
on induced currents.  This  method increases the active power
losses in the 220 kV overhead ground-wire cables by creating a
circuit for the induced currents to flow without taking the line
out of operation. The mathematical model and the method for
calculating  the  voltages  induced  in  the  220  kV  overhead
ground-wire  cables  by  magnetic  fields  created  by  the  phase
currents of this line are presented.

The  materials  presented  in  this  paper can  be  used  to
implement the method in areas of intense ice formation on high
voltage overhead ground-wire cables.

Keywords — Overhead transmission lines, overhead ground wire
cable, induced current, preventive heating, icing

I. INTRODUCTION

Basic  methods  for  de-icing  of  OHL  and  lightning
protection cable are ice melting and mechanical removing of
ice or snow from disconnected power line. On the one hand
mechanical  removing needs disconnection of OHL, but on
the  other  hand  melting  ice  requires  significant  investment
costs.

In fact [5, 6], ice formation on lightning protection cable
of  OHL  220  kV  is  non-uniform  and  happens  in  some
sections.  In  this  case  ice  melting  during all  power  line  is
excess process. In particular, in the operation zone of Middle
Volga (OZ of Middle Volga) most icing zones are placed in
Privolzhskaya  and  Bugulma-Belebeyskaya  hills,  around
reservoirs of Zhigulevskaya and Saratovskaya hydroelectric
power stations. It should be noted that  ground-wire is more
affected by icing compared to phase conductors because no
current  flows in it  during normal  operation mode of OHL
220 kV. As a result, in the OZ of Middle Volga ice melting
on lightning protection cable is carried out 2.5 times more
often than on OHL 220 kV wires.  Therefore,   research on
new methods of preventive heating of a lightning protection
cable  for  a  220  kV  overhead  line  for  prevention  the
formation of ice-frost deposits is relevant [7-11].

In  the  OZ  of  Middle  Volga,  there  is  extensive  use  of
single-circuit  and double-circuit  OHL 220 kV in ice-prone
region  of  category  3-4.  A  common  type  of  intermediate
support  for  single-circuit  OHL 220 kV is  P220-1.4pg-8.6,
and  for  double-circuit  OHL 220 kV is  P220-2.4-9.3  [12].
When  operating  of  double-circuit  220  kV  OHL  circuit
phasing is applied both with the same name (A1, B1, C1; A2,
B2, C2) and opposite (A1, B1, C1; C2, B2, A2). The location
of phase conductor and ground-wire cable on the P220-2.4-
9.3 is shown on the Fig.3.

II. THEORY OF THE PROCESS

To prevent  the  ice  formation  on  double-circuit  220  kV
OHL it is proposed to form a circuit closed and isolated from
ground  in  normal  mode,  which  consist  of  a  T1  lightning
protection cable and T2 conductor suspended on insulators
below phase C wires (Fig. 4). The induced EMF in the T1-T2
circuit  is  the  result  of  the  interaction  of  electrostatic  and
electromagnetic fields from the phase conductors of the 220
kV OHL. The value of the EMF induced by the electrostatic
field is much less than the value of the EMF induced by the
electromagnetic  field  of  the phase  currents  of  the  220 kV
OHL, therefore it is allowed to ignore it in the calculations
[13-16].

In real conditions, the phase wires of 220 kV OHL and
also the T1 lightning protection cable and the T2 conductor
sag in the intermediate spans.  Let's  assume that  the phase
conductors of a 220 kV OHL are an infinitely long straight
conductor with current I. Taking into account the assumption
made, each phase conductor of an overhead power line with
current İ having coordinates (xc,  yc), creates its own magnetic
field at point A of the surrounding space (Fig. 5), the value
the  intensity  of  which  is  determined  by  the  Biot-Savart-
Laplace law [17-20]:

Ḣ=
İ  

2 πr
, (1)

where: r2=(xc −x )2+( y − yc )
2

Fig. 2. Zoning of the territory of the Russian Federation according to the thickness of the ice wall.
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Fig. 3. Layout of phase conductors and ground wire on the UHL
220 kV.

From similarity of triangles АВС and ADE we get:

H X

H
 = AB

r
 = 

y− yc

r
,

HY

H
 = BC

r
 = 

xc − x

r

(2)

  Then components ḢXi and ḢYi of magnetic field strength at 
the point A generated by currents İi of phase conductor of 
double-circuit OHL 220 kV are described by:  

Fig. 4. Connection diagram of the lightning protection cable T1 and 

conductor T2 on the section lk  of the 220 kV overhead line.

Ḣ Xi  = 
İ i

2 π
∙

y− yi

(xi − x)2+( y − y i )
2 ,

ḢYi  = 
İ i

2 π
∙

x − xi

(x i− x )2+( y − y i )
2

(3)

   The final values of components  ḢXi  and  Ḣyi  of magnetic
field  strength  at  the point  A is  determined  by  adding  the
components of the same name: 

Ḣ XA=∑
i=1

6

Ḣ Xi ; ḢYA=∑
i=1

6

Ḣ Yi (4)

    Then components of magnetic field strength along the X  
axis at the point A belonging to the segment [yT1, yT2] (Fig.3) 
generated by phase currents of two circuits OHL 220 kV are 
determined by formulas:

Ḣ XA 2
=

İ A

2 π
∙

y − ya

(a2− x )2+( y − ya)
2 ;

Ḣ XB2
=

İ B

2 π
∙

y − y b

(b2− x)2+( y − yb)
2 ;

Ḣ XC2
=

İ A

2 π
∙

y − ya

(c2− x )2+( y − y c)
2 ;

(5)

Ḣ XA 2
=

İ A

2 π
∙

y − ya

(a2− x )2+( y − ya)
2 ;

Ḣ XB2
=

İ B

2 π
∙

y − y b

(b2− x)2+( y − yb)
2 ;

Ḣ XC2
=

İ A

2 π
∙

y − ya

(c2− x )2+( y − y c)
2 ;

(6)

Fig. 5. Magnetic field strength in A from the current in the 
conductor C.
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The resulting component of magnetic field strength ḢXΣ  at
the point A is described by:

Ḣ X Σ=Ḣ X A1
+Ḣ X B1

+ Ḣ X C1
+ Ḣ X A2

+ Ḣ XB2
+

+ Ḣ XC2
;

(7)

    The magnetic flux Φ̇X generated by magnetic fields of 
currents of each phase of a double-circuit 220 kV OHL, 
which pervades perpendicular to the plane of the T1-T2 
circuit with a length lk  (Fig. 4), is determined by the 
expression:

Ф̇X=μ0∫
yT 2

yT 1

Ḣ X Σ∫
0

lk

dzdy=μ0 lk∫
yT 2

yT 1

Ḣ X Σ dy , (8)

where Φ̇X - component of the magnetic flux along the X axis

through the closed circuit T1-T2 with length lk .

Taking into account expression (9), the EMF ĖВ induced
in the closed circuit T1-T2 is described by:

ĖВ=−
d Φ̇X

dt
=− jω μ0 lk∫

yT 2

yT 1

Ḣ X Σ dy= ĖB lk , (9)

Let's assume that the shape of the closed circuit T1-T2 has
the  form  of  a  rectangular  frame  (Fig.6)  with  round
conductors, which have a negligible section radius compared
to the dimensions of the T1-T2 circuit.

For the dimensions of the frame having length lk=a and
distance between T1 and T2 axis equal  to b,  denoting the
diagonal of the frame, we obtain the following expression for
determining the inductance of the circuit L [21]:

Fig.6. T1-T2 circuit on the 220 kV overhead line section.

L=
μ0

π [a ln 2ab
r0 (a+b)

+b ln 2ab
r0 (b+d )

−

−2 (a+b−d ) ]+ μ
π ( a+b

4 );

(10)

where  μ0 =  4π·10−7 H/m — vacuum permeability;   μ  —
absolute permeability of wire material; r0  - radius of ground-
wire T1 and wire T2, which are taken equal to 5,5·10−3 m. 

The  current  İ k flowing  through  closed  loop  of  T1-T2
circuit T1-T2 (Fig. 7) is described by expression:

İ k=
ĖB

RT 1+RT 2+ j X k

; (11)

   The value of current İ k can be increased in two ways: by
enhancing  of  magnetic  flux  pervading  the  circuit  by
increasing  the  area  of  the  circuit  due  to  changing  yT 2

coordinate  of  the  wire  T2;  or  by  decreasing  inductance
component of resistance of the circuit X k.

Fig. 7. T1-T2 circuit equivalent circuit.

 III. CALCULATION EXAMPLE

Let’s make an example of calculating the values of EMF
and current induced in the T1-T2 circuit of a double-circuit
220 kV OHL with  supports  of  P220-2.4-9.3 type  (Fig.  8)
with the same name of phasing of two circuits -  A1 B1C1

and A2 B2C2.

Fig. 8. Support dimensions P220-2.4-9.3 overhead line.

We will make several assumptions for the calculating:
- phase conductors, ground-wire T1 and wire T2 doesn’t

sag between intermediate spans 220 kV OHL
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TABLE I.  EMF AND CURRENT VALUES IN THE T1-T2 CIRCUIT, DEPENDING ON THE VALUE OF THE LOAD CURRENT IN THE

CIRCUITS OF THE 220 KV OVERHEAD LINE

Load current of 220
kV OHL, A

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

Option 1 for the T2 wire location
EMF, V 155.8 311.7 467.5 623.7 779.2 857.7 1091 1247 1403 1558
Current, A 6.5 13 19.5 26 32.5 39 45.5 52 58.5 65

Option 2 for the T2 wire location
EMF, V 268.1 536.2 804 1072 1341 1609 1877 2145 2413 2681
Current, A 11 22 33.1 44.1 55.2 66.2 77.2 88.3 99.3 110.3

- ground-wire T1 and wire T2 are placed on the axis
line of support coinciding with the Y axis.

We will use the point of intersection of the center line
of the 220 kV OHL support with the horizontal surface of
the  ground (X axis) like an origin (point (0; 0)). Let us
denote the coordinates of phase conductors, ground-wire
T1 and wire T2 compared to the origin:

Circuit 1: А1 (-3,9;29,5), B1 (-7,3;23), C1 (-4,5;16,2); 
Circuit 2: А2 (3,9;29,5), B2 (7,3;23), C2 (4,5;16,2);
Ground-wire T1: (0;36,3); 

Consider two  options for the location of an additional
conductor on a 220 kV OHL: 

- option 1: the location of the wire T2 below the phases
C1 and C2 by 1 meter, T2 (0; 15.2);

- option 2: the location of the  wire T2 on the ground,
T2 (0; 0) (T2 has its own insulation);

Phase conductors of each circuit in 220 kV OHL are
made  of AS-240/32  cable,  ground-wire T1  is  made  of
GTK  20-0/50-9.1/60  cable (active resistivity  1.719
Оhm/km) and wire T2 is made of AC-70/11 cable (active
resistivity  0.422  Оhm/km).  Absolute  magnetic
permeability  of  aluminum  is  assumed  as μ=  1,26·10−6

H/m.  The  length  of  T1-T2  circuit  (heated  section  of
lighting protection cable) is assumed as lk = 10 km. 

The electrical load of each circuit of a 220 kV OHL is
assumed to be symmetrical and the same with the value of
the operating current in the range from 200 A to 1000 A in
increments of 100 A.

A. Calculation of the inductive resistance of the T1-T2 
circuit

Using expression (11) we will determine inductance L
of T1-T2 circuit and it’s inductive resistance X k:

L1 = 34mH; X k 1 = 10,8  Ohm,  for first option of T2
location;

L2 = 37mH; X k 2 = 11,5 Ohm, for second option of T2
location;

B. Calculation of EMF and current in T1-T2 circuits
Next,  the  calculation  were  carried  out by  MathCad
software package: the magnetic flux Φ̇X, which pervades
perpendicular to the  plane of the  T1-T2 circuits  with
length  lk(Fig.  4),  was  determined  by expressions  (6-9);
values  of  EMF  and  current  of  the  T1-T2  circuit  were
determined by expressions (9-12) for both options of T2

location and load current 220 kV OHL circuit, which are
written in Table I.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Developed math model allows us to determine the values
of EMF and current induced in circuit for the subsequent
assessment  of  the  possibility  of  preventing  the  ice
formation on the surface of the ground wire of a double-
circuit 220 kV OHL. The given numerical example allows
us to conclude that the proposed method can be used in
operation for preventing icing on the ground wire of a 220
kV double-circuit overhead line.
The calculated values of the induced EMF and current in
the T1-T2 circuit are linearly dependent on the value of
the load current of the 220 kV OHL circuits.

The location of  the T2  wire according  to option  №2
leads to an increase in the value of the induced current in
the T1-T2 circuit by 41% compared to the location of the
T2 wire from option №1.

The calculated values of the currents induced in the T1-
T2 circuit  are  comparable  with the values  given in  [7],
which allows us to make an indirect conclusion about the
possibility of using the proposed method to prevent icing
on the ground wire of a 220 kV double-circuit overhead
line.
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